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Media consultants & artists - experts in Locative Media
Transmedia & Geographic information systems.

Everyone of us have a deep and unique practice in New Media Art. In the last decade we 
have created a very large number of projects and experiments around geolocation and
storytelling. A few years ago we decided to go beyond our network of Art centers and apply 
our research in the fields of cultural institutions, museums and Earth Science projects. We 
have had the great pleasure to conceive innovative concepts for artists, scientists and cultur-
al agents. We made great discoveries during this period. We discovered how to build Walking 
Audio Books to walk in time with the steps. We also discovered how to create liquid digi-
tal environments to empower people in creating locative stories with our open framework 
Cgeomap. We have also found how to create 3D locative sound compositions and concep-
tualize new ways to navigate with our ears. With the Soundwalk Art Collective we laid the 
Amazon rainforest on top of Times Square.

Xoán Xil López, Enrique Tomás , Ryan Chapman from motive.io, Garlos García from thecoder.es, 
Jo Langton, Arianna Mazzeo and Mauricio O’Brien with others collaborators...

“We don’t make apps or maps, we create Experiences
to listen and feel space & time with our body and our mind.”

Who we are

and...

What really matters in a few words

Our clients & supporters, a BIG thanks to...

Fred Adam
expert in Locative Media

Verónica Perales 
expert in Transmedia

Horacio González
 expert in GIS coding

http://www.gpsmuseum.eu
http://www.gpsmuseum.eu
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Projects

Jungle-ized - NY - Augmented reality soundscape.

Art direction, design,
 technical  coordination

& programming
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 technical  coordination

& programming

Deep Time Walk - Devon - Walking Audio Book.

Sonidos Rituales - Madrid - Locative soundscape & map for museum.

As part of the Times Square Arts’ At the Crossroads program, which includes installations and performances
in the public plazas of Times Square, visitors will be invited to take self-guided audio tours of the Amazon
by downloading the JUNGLE-IZED mobile app.

The Deep Time Walk app enables anyone to experience a walking audio history of Earth’s roughly 4.6 billion 
year big history anywhere. As you walk across 4.6km of deep time, with each meter representing 1 million 
years, you witness clumping, boiling, crashing, wrecking, cracking...

Sonidos Rituales. An interactive ethnographic audio composition located in the gardens of the Museo 
de América in Madrid. An experience on the smartphone combined with a paper map.

jungle-ized.com

deeptimewalk.org

pro.gpsmuseum.eu

gpsmuseum.eu
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Cosmosis1 - NY - Augmented reality documentary.

Mapa del Exilio Español - MX - collaborative map and webapp.

Sonic Dinosauria - Paris - locative audio game & map.

Projects

The Cosmosis1 App provides a new lived-experience of science… an epiphany, really. By making abstract 
science real, it suggests the hidden world that’s just behind the scenes. This app shows you what
your eyes keep you from seeing.

Mapa del Exilio Español, a collaborative map and a web app of the Spanish Republicans exiled from 1936-1939 
to Mexico D. F. Historians and families of exiles all around the world...

Sonic Dinosauria is a augmented soundscape game combined with a paper map. We are mixing a Jurassic 
treasure hunt with a paleontology course for kids. We use the software Notours for the creation of the locative 
sounds.

cosmosis.omniscopic.com

lab.gpsmuseum.eu

gpsmuseum.eu

ccemx.org
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http://ccemx.org/mapa-colaborativo-del-exilio-espanol-en-mexico/
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